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Abstract
The magnetic properties of β-Ce at low temperature have been studied through ac susceptibility 
measurements under hydrostatic He-gas pressure up to 4.5 kbar. The Néel temperature, TN = 12.7 
K at 58 bar, initially increases with pressure at the rate dTN/dP = +0.32 ± 0.05 K/kbar. After 
releasing pressure from 4.5 to 0.06 kbar at 40 K, the magnetic susceptibility anomaly associated 
with the antiferromagnetic transition is markedly reduced. Surprisingly, TN also shifts from 12.7 
to 14 K. Both effects likely arise from an irreversible β   α transition under pressure.
Introduction
At ambient pressure the elemental lanthanide metals, with the exception of Ce, are prime 
examples of stable local-moment magnetism. Under extreme pressure, however, the magnetic 
ordering temperatures of Nd [1], Sm [2], Tb [3], and Dy [4] have been found to soar to 
anomalously high values. This appears to be correlated with the approach of the lanthanide ion to 
a magnetic instability. 
Cerium is arguably the most interesting elemental metal among the lanthanide series in terms of 
its rich structural and physical properties.  It is known to exist in three allotropes at ambient and 
low temperature: γ phase (fcc, a = 5.1610 Å), β phase (dhcp, a = 3.6810 Å, c = 11.857 Å) and α 
phase (fcc, a = 4.85 Å) [5]. At ambient pressure and temperature, the γ phase exhibits Curie-
Weiss paramagnetism with a localized moment of 2.55 μB [6] whereas a low temperature phase, 
an α-allotrope, is a Pauli paramagnet [7, 8]. The atomic volume of α-Ce, also known as the 
"collapsed" fcc phase, is about 16% less than that of γ-Ce. The γ  α phase transition in Ce also 
occurs at room temperature under a pressure of only 7 kbar [9, 10, 11]. This isostructural γ  α 
transition is accompanied by a drastic reduction in the magnetic susceptibility [7, 12, 13] which 
appears to be due to delocalization of 4f electron in γ-Ce [14]. The low-temperature α' phase, 
which is stable above 50 kbar, exhibits superconductivity with a Tc ≈ 1.7 K [15].   
The atomic volume of the β phase (34.784 Å3/atom) is about 1.2% larger than that of the γ phase 
(34.367 Å3/atom) [5]. β-Ce is an antiferromagnet with Néel temperature TN ≈ 12.7 K [12, 16]. 
This value lies well above that (3.3 K) anticipated from simple de Gennes factor scaling 
compared to the Curie temperature (293 K) of Gd [(0.18/15.75)(293 K) = 3.3 K]. In addition, 
dilute concentrations of Ce impurity in superconducting La have been found to cause large 
superconducting pair breaking [17]. These effects give evidence that even at ambient pressure 
the magnetic state of Ce is near an instability. In view of the results mentioned above on other 
lanthanides under pressure, it may be possible to push the Néel temperature of β-Ce to even 
higher values than 12.7 K by applying pressure.
Although the pressure-temperature phase diagram of Ce and its polymorphic transformation 
between two fcc phases (γ - α transition) have been studied extensively, the magnetic properties 
of β-Ce have not yet been determined under pressure. This is primarily due to difficulties in 
isolating this phase in its pure state. Koskimaki, Gschneidner, and Panousis succeeded in 
preparing allotropically pure β-Ce [18]. Their electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility 
measurements reveal the phase instability of β-Ce [16]. Upon cooling, the β (dhcp) cerium 
transforms to the α(fcc) form at ~50 K, whereas upon warming, the α phase transforms into a 
mixture containing approximately 20% of β and 80% of γ (fcc) phases at ~180 K. However, it 
was observed that the β  α transformation near 50 K can be avoided if the sample is rapidly 
cooled through this critical temperature range. Alloying 5% La in Ce has also been shown to 
eliminate the β  α transformation [19]. 
Here, we report ac magnetic susceptibility measurements, probing the magnetic properties of β-
Ce sample under hydrostatic He-gas pressure applied at low temperature. Initially, the Néel 
temperature is found to increase with pressure at the rate dTN/dP = +0.32 ± 0.05 K/kbar. The 
subsequent release of 4.5 kbar pressure at 40 K results in a markedly reduced magnetic 
susceptibility anomaly associated with the antiferromagnetic transition. Surprisingly, TN is also 
found to shift by 1.3 K to higher temperatures after the pressure is released. Possible 
mechanisms of the observed behaviors are discussed.
Experimental Methods
The β-Ce samples used in this investigation were prepared using a thermal cycling and annealing 
process originally described in [18].  High purity γ-Ce metal prepared by the Materials 
Preparation Center of the Ames Laboratory was cut into elongated parallelepipeds of 
approximately 1.31.35 mm3, sealed in tantalum crucibles under inert atmosphere, and 
annealed at 700°C for 2 days, then cycled between 750°C and 700°C, and finally annealed at 
700°C for 1 week in order to promote grain growth. The samples were then rapidly (within 2-3 
min)) quenched back and forth between room temperature and liquid helium temperature 12 
times, then sealed under He gas in quartz tubes and placed in an oven at 70°C for one week to 
relieve strain. This process of thermal cycling and strain relief was repeated three times.
Since performing X-ray diffraction experiments on relatively small bulk pieces is not 
straightforward, and the penetration depth of laboratory x-rays is rather small, we turned toward 
physical property measurements to confirm the high β-Ce phase content of the samples. DC 
magnetization measurements were performed using a Quantum Design magnetometer equipped 
with a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID).  Measured upon cooling from 
300 to 120 K in 1000 Oe magnetic field, the inverse magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie-
Weiss law with an effective magnetic moment of 2.56 µB and Weiss temperature of -41 K, both 
in reasonable agreement with the values reported for pure β-Ce [16].  The sample was then 
cooled down to 5 K at the highest cooling rate possible in the cryostat (in practice ~9 K/min) and 
the DC magnetization was measured upon heating. A sharp magnetization maximum marking 
out the Néel temperature of β-Ce was found at ~12 K. Finally, specific heat measurements were 
performed upon heating from 77 to 300 K on 3 samples used in this study. The reverse α → γ + β 
transformation, which manifests itself by a sharp heat capacity peak at 180 K, could not be 
detected, further confirming that the samples were nearly pure β-Ce.
Hydrostatic pressures were generated using a He-gas compressor system (Harwood Engineering) 
connected via a long (3 m), flexible capillary to a CuBe pressure cell (Unipress, Warsaw) 
positioned in a Janis Supervaritemp bath cryostat. The value of the pressure was determined at a 
temperature near that of the antiferromagnetic transition using a calibrated digital manganin 
gauge located at room temperature in the compressor system. Further details of the He-gas 
techniques used are given elsewhere [20].
Measurements of the ac magnetic susceptibility were carried out in the He-gas system at 0.1 Oe 
rms and 1023 Hz by surrounding the sample (1.3×1.3×5 mm3) with a calibrated 
primary/secondary coil system connected to a Stanford Research SR830 digital lock-in amplifier 
via an SR554 transformer preamplifier.
Results of Experiment
In this experiment several ac magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on β-Ce 
samples from the same batch. Pre-cooling with liquid N2 brought the sample temperature down 
to 150 K. Then, using liquid He, the sample was cooled down rapidly from 150 K to 4 K within 
5 min to avoid the β  α transition near 50 K. The ac susceptibility measurements were then 
performed while warming.
Figure 1 shows ac susceptibility data on β-Ce measured as function of temperature on warming.  
A pressure of 183 bars was applied at room temperature; upon cooling the pressure decreased to 
58 bars at the Néel temperature. The antiferromagnetic transition is manifested as the peak in the 
ac susceptibility, and the temperature of the maximum is taken as TN. 
A pressure of 535 bar was then applied at 25 K that resulted in an increase in TN, as seen in Fig. 
1, corresponding to the rate of increase dTN/dP = +0.32 ± 0.05 K/kbar. This value was confirmed 
in two further ac susceptibility experiments. At 535 bar the accurate determination of χ'(T) for 
temperatures below 11 K was not possible due to the proximity of the He melting curve. 
Following the experiment at 535 bar, 1.7 kbar was applied at 25 K; unfortunately, a significant 
leak of He gas out of the pressure cell prevented a measurement of TN at this pressure. The leak 
went away after the pressure was reduced to 62 bar. Surprisingly, at 62 bar TN increased by 
approximately 0.7 K and the size of the anomaly reflecting the antiferromagnetic transition was 
reduced, as seen in Fig. 1.
Pressure was normally applied at temperatures at least 5 K above the melting curve of He. 
Unfortunately, for pressures above ~ 0.5 kbar, He gas always began to leak out of the pressure 
cell at a significant rate. While cooling down or warming through the melting temperature of He, 
Fig 1.  Real part of ac magnetic susceptibility χ'(T) of β-Ce versus temperature at 58 and 535 bar, measured in 
that order, and 62 bar, measured after the failed measurement at ~1.7 kbar. The increase in pressure from 58 
bar to 535 bar gives the pressure dependence dTN/dP = +0.32 ± 0.05 K/kbar. Vertical straight line marks Néel 
temperature observed at 58 bar. 
F
this leak often caused the ac susceptibility coil wires to break and in any case prevented reliable 
measurements of χ'(T) for pressures above 0.5 kbar.
In a previous resistivity measurement by Burgardt et al. [16], a quenched β-Ce sample was found 
upon warming from 4.2 K to begin to transform to α-Ce at 15 K. In our ac susceptibility 
measurement we did not see evidence for this transformation near 15 K. Also previous specific 
heat measurements have found a double-peak structure due to separate magnetic ordering for Ce 
at the two types of lattice site symmetries in the dhcp structure. It has been predicted that the ions 
at the cubic sites of β-Ce order at 12.45 K and those at the hexagonal sites at 13.7 K [21]. 
However, two ordering temperatures were not detected in earlier magnetic susceptibility 
measurements [12, 16]. Similarly, as seen in Fig 1, we also fail to observe two ordering 
temperatures in our ac susceptibility data.
Another measurement was performed on a fresh β-Ce sample to further explore the anomalous 
increase in TN seen in Fig 1 upon release of pressure from 1.7 kbar. Following an ac 
susceptibility measurement between 4.2 and ~18 K at 50 bar, the sample was warmed to 40 K in 
~ 20 minutes. A pressure of 4.5 kbar was then applied and held for 2-3 minutes during which 
time the pressure decreased to ~ 4.4 kbar because of the He leak. The pressure was then slowly 
reduced to 100 bar, the sample cooled rapidly to 4 K, and a measurement of χ'(T) begun on 
warming at 50 bar. As seen in Fig 2, the Néel temperature has shifted upward by 1.3 K. This 
unusual behavior seen in both figures was verified in parallel experiments on different samples. 
In all cases the increase in the Néel temperature is accompanied by a significant reduction in the 
magnitude of the peak.
Fig 2.  Temperature-dependent ac magnetic susceptibility data in β-Ce measured at 50 bar, before and 
after applying 4.5 kbar pressure, whereby the Néel temperature TN is found to increase by 1.3 K. 
Since the magnetic susceptibility of α-Ce, which is a Pauli paramagnet [7, 8], is much smaller 
than that of β-Ce, the size of the peak in the magnetic susceptibility data of β-Ce can be taken as 
a rough measure of the relative amount of β-Ce present in the sample [22]. As seen in Fig 2, the 
significant reduction in the peak size over the paramagnetic background, following the release of 
pressure from 4.5 kbar, indicates that a large fraction (75 to 80%) of β-Ce has transformed to α-
Ce. Since the atomic volume of β-Ce (34.784 Å3/atom) is much greater than that of α-Ce (28.5 
Å3/atom), the strongly contracted α-Ce host would exert lattice pressure on the minority regions 
of pure or nearly pure β-Ce minority phase, thus causing TN to increase. The resulting atomic 
volume of the β-Ce regions would be thereby reduced to some value certainly greater than that of 
α-Ce. A similar analysis of the change in size of the susceptibility peak following the release of 
pressure from 1.7 kbar indicates that a lesser amount (~ 40%) of β-Ce has converted to α-Ce, 
consistent with the lower pressure prior to release. The lesser the degree of conversion, the 
smaller the lattice pressure on the β-Ce component and the smaller the increase in TN (0.7 K 
versus 1.3 K).
Although the compressibility of β-Ce is not known, it is likely roughly the same as for γ-Ce, 
namely 0.048 GPa-1 [23]. It then follows that 40 kbar would be necessary to bring β-Ce to the 
same atomic volume as α-Ce. Using dTN/dP = +0.32 ± 0.05 K/kbar from Fig 1 and assuming it 
remains constant, a 40 kbar pressure would yield an increase in TN of 13 K, a value ten-times the 
increase of 1.3 K seen in Fig 2. This rather large increase in TN would be reduced by two factors:  
(1) the compressibility generally decreases as pressure increases, and (2) lattice pressure from α-
Ce would not decrease the atomic volume of β-Ce to that of α-Ce.
Another possible scenario for the shift in TN at 50 bar upon release of pressure seen in Fig 2 
follows from the fact that the β  α transformation is accompanied by a ~ 19% volume collapse 
and involves the movement of Ce atoms from the ABAC stacking arrangement in the dhcp 
crystalline lattice to ABC layering arrangement in the fcc lattice. Hence the remaining small 
fraction of β-Ce must be highly strained due to deformation during the β  α transformation. As 
discussed in Ref [22], the presence of a large amount of α phase possibly creates a large number 
of stacking faults in the highly strained β-Ce. This may increase the number of hexagonal sites 
relative to cubic sites in β-Ce. TN would then shift upward upon release of pressure since the 
hexagonal sites are believed to lead to higher magnetic ordering temperatures than the cubic sites 
[21]. 
In summary, in the present ac magnetic susceptibility measurements under hydrostatic He-gas 
pressure to 4.5 kbar, the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature of β-Ce was found to initially 
increase slowly with pressure. Upon release of pressure the anomaly at the antiferromagnetic 
transition was reduced in size, presumably due to pressure-induced β  α conversion and TN 
shifted to higher temperatures. Two possible scenarios for this anomalous shift in TN are 
outlined.
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